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Ideally the best interests of the community will be served
by the weed ecologist, the extension worker and those employed
in the agricultural chemical industry interacting to extend
information, technology and understanding to the primary
producer. The successful use of herbicides depends on
accepting them as a part of the total crop /weed complex at all
levels from development chemist through to the farmer. All
too often herbicides are used as a stop -gap measure to give a
'clean' crop in situations where it is not possible to
cultivate or cultivation has failed. The user gives little
or no thought to any benefits that can be derived from a
given herbicide beyond the label claim that certain weeds
will be controlled.

One common example of this is the way many farmers use a
herbicide such as triallate "for control of wild oats" as per
the label claim. Rather than enter a planned program to
reduce the weed population over a number of cropping years,
perhaps getting the numbers down to where control measures
are required on an economic basis in alternate cropping years
only, thus obtaining a long -term benefit in terms of better
weed control at less cost, farmers will treat only in years
they think that they will get caught without any thought to
possible longer -term effects.
This is an example where the information from the weed

ecologist and available data from a variety of sources
regarding the performance of a herbicide can be applied
effectively at the local level providing that local knowledge
is available and that the program comes from someone whom the
farmer knows and trusts as a friend.
Looking at the example we find that our adviser must have a

good knowledge of the herbicide and how to use it, _a good
knowledge of, how the control of these weeds will benefit the
farmers' crops, a good knowledge of each farm in the area,
and a good knowledge of results obtained under varying local
conditions. Under our current system all of the available
weed ecologists, extension workers or commercial representatives
cannot hope to fulfil this requirement over a sufficiently
large number of farms and products to make the necessary impact.
The farmer feels that he needs face to face contact with
someone he really knows well and, most importantly, who is
locally available to answer questions today and now, who can


